pseudoconvex manifold and let ^ be a coherent analytic sheaf over X. Then, for any g^l, H q (X, J 5 ") is finite dimensional.
Let us recall the basic terminologies in the theory of complex manifolds.
Let T x be the tangent bundle to X and let T x ® C = T V ° © T% 1 be the splitting into the ±>/ -1 -eigenspaces T^'°, T£ a of the complex structure of T x . Let a be a hermitian metric of X, i.e., a C°° section of (TV°)*®(T£ 51 )* such that <j = cr and cr (v, v) >0 for any ve TV 0 with y=£0. We shall often regard a as a 
.3. Let (X, cp) be a weakly l-complete manifold with a Kahler metric a. Then X has a complete Kahler metric.
Proof. Let A : R-»R be a C°° convex increasing function such that (1) Then the metric is clearly Kahlerian. Since cp is exhaustive, the completeness follows from (1) .
Since every submanifold of P" admits a Kahler metric, weakly l-complete submanifolds of P" admit complete Kahler metrics. In Section 6 we shall take up the problem of projective embeddability of weakly l-complete manifolds.
Cohomology Groups
Let X be a paracompact complex manifold of dimension n, and let E-+X be a holomorphic vector bundle of rank r. We set where Q p (E) denotes the sheaf of E-valued holomorphic p-forms. The proof of the following theorem can be found in [14] , but we shall prove it later under a generalized situation.
Theorem 1.2.1. (#) is an exact sequence of sheaves.
Since HT^(E) are fine sheaves (cf. [32] ), we have Corollary 1.2.2.
H*(X, Q p (E))
x, Sur^w/awfir 1 
(*, E) , E)\df=0} {fEL^(X, E)\3g=ffor some geLf^(X 9 E)} '

Abstract Vanishing Theorem
We shall recall here fundamental lemmas due to Hormander [14] . =1 which strongly converges to some u. Clearly ||M|| = 1, Su=Q and u_L]V r *. Moreover, for any /eD r , (Tf, w) = lim(T/, M fc ) = lim(/, T*w fc ) = 0. Therefore T*i/ = 0, which contradicts the fact that w^O and u-*N T *. Thus we have proved that R T * = R T *. Next, assume that R T^RT . Then, there exists a sequence {i^}ĉ =D T such that ||y fc || = 1, ||Ti; fc ||->0, and v k l.N T . Since R T * = R T *, we can choose a sequence {w fc ] cD T so that y fc = T*w^ and || w k \\ ^ C for some constant C. Then we have 0 = lim(7fy, w Jb ) = Um(7T*w fc , w fc ) = lim(T*\v^ T*^v k ). Hence ||i; k || = ||T"*\v k ||-*0, which contradicts that 11^11 = 1. Thus R T = R T . Lastly, by assumption the unit ball in N s n N T * is compact, hence N s n N T * should be finite dimensional.
Quadratic Forms
Let F be a real vector space of dimension In with a complex structure J, and let K(x) R C= F f ©F_ be the decomposition into the eigenspaces F + , V_ of J for-the eigenvalues N / -i, -N / -l, respectively. Let ae Hom(V+,Vf) = F$® K* be a hermitian metric of F 4 and let i^,..., y B e F$ be a basis such that " p % cr= 2 i;,-®*',-. We define the hermitian metrics of A K*® A F* associated to (7 Here, < , > denotes the inner product with respect to a and h. Proof. Similar as above. For the detail the reader is referred to [26] . Proof. Given any a' as above, we can choose v l9 ... 9 v n e V% so that a = cr' = Z A/^i® ^n ^ii^O-By (5), we have where the inner product in the left hand side is with respect to a + a'. Noting that we have
Clearly the above propositions are applicable to hermitian vector bundles. In the following sections we apply the above propositions for T x and E in place of V and W. § 2. A Priori Estimates on Complete Kahler Manifolds
Approximation Principle of Andreotti-Vesentini
Let (X , a) be a hermitian manifold, Jet (£, ft) be a hermitian vector bundle over X, and let {e tj } be a system of transition functions of E associated to a trivializing covering {I//}. Then ft is represented by a system {ft,-} of hermitian matrix-valued C 00 functions satisfying ft^'e^ft^ on 17; n Uj. Let di; be the volume form with respect to the Riemannian metric 2 Re a on the underlying differentiate manifold X. Then, dy = *l and \f\ 2 dv = t f i A*h i f i , where /= {/J e C p ' q (X, E) and /• are vectors of (p, g)-forms on C7/ satisfying ./)• = e^/y on £7 f n C7y. Therefore the (formal) adjoint 9 h of 5 is given by
We define a norm || || in Cfr q (X, E) by ||/|| 2 = \f\ 2 dv. Let x 0 be a point of X and let p(x) = dist (x 0 , x), the distance between x 0 and x. Then, by the triangle inequality p is a Lipschitz continuous function with Lipschitz constant 1. Let LP' q (X 9 E) be the completion of Cfr q (X, E) with respect to |] ||, and let 3: 
A Priori Estimates
Let the notations be as above. for /e Cg-«(*,£).
Proposition 2.2.1. Let (X, a) be a Kdhler manifold and let (£, h) be a hermitian vector bundle over X. Then we have
By the approximation principle we have 
dv. Jx
Let the smallest eigenvalue of (ff~*®id £ )0 h at xeX be y h (x). Clearly (a~l®id E )0 h is self-adjoint. Then y h is a continuous function on X. (E, h) is said to be Nakano-positive if y ft >0 everywhere. There is another notion of positivity due to Griffiths [12] . They agree when r=l and coincides with the classical notion of positivity due to Kodaira [16] , so we say simply 'positive' for line bundles. Note that Nakano-positivity does not depend on the choice of cr, so that we can say "(E, h) is Nakano-positive". We say 0 h is Nakanopositive at x if y h (x) > 0. . Moreover the trivial bundle over B" is clearly positive. Thus we have proved Theorem 1.2.1, and hence Theorem 3.4 implies the following theorem which is first due to Kazama [15] (cf. also Nakano [20] and Suzuki [28] ). For positive line bundles we can say more. Here we set Thus, combining these two sublemmas we obtain In fact, they are relevant generalizations of Grauert's finiteness theorem. We shall only prove Theorem 4.1, the proof of Theorem 4.2 being similar in the spirit.
Sublemma 3. For any continuous function fi(t) on R, we can find a convex increasing C°° function f on R such that f(i)> n(i) for
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Fix c e R such that X C^K , and let K± be a compact subset of X c containing K in its interior. We put h c = h(c -(p) and fix a hermitian metric cr c on X c such that a c = (9 det h + dd( -log (c -(pj) on X C \K±. Replacing q> by c + (cp -c)e, 0<e«l, if necessary, we may assume that X c _ l^> K l . We have as in Section 2 the following estimate :
II5/H2+ ||5*/||^7 o ||/||?, for feCfi*(X c \Ki,E) 9 q*l.
Here, the norm || || c , 5* are with respect to (h c , <7 C ), and y 0 denotes the infimum on X C \K! of the eigenvalues of (a~l®id E )S hc . By Proposition 1. 
where we put /? fe = /?e~A k(<p) , and || || k , 5*, etc. are with respect to (h k , a fe ). Thus, similarly as in the case of (h c , cr c ), we have
Here, y is a positive continuous function on X. By Proposition 1.4.4, 7 can be chosen to be independent of the choice of {AJ. 
Sublemma. For any feL
i=l
We shall give a direct proof of Theorem 6.2 as an application of Theorem 4.1. Since every domain with strongly pseudoconvex boundary is a strongly pseudoconvex manifold, (cf. [13] ), Theorem 6.1 is then a special case of Theorem 6.2, and we need no approximation theorem of Runge type.
Quadratic transformation: Let X be a complex manifold of dimension n, and let xeX be any point. Then, there exists a unique complex manifold Q X X which have the following properties (cf. [32] Proof. See Makano [19] .
Remark. Theorem 6.5 has been considerably generalized by Fujiki [9] and Bingener [7] (see also Ancona-Tomassini [33] ).
In the same spirit as above, we have shown in [25] , Theorem 6.6. Let X be a weakly l-complete manifold of dimension two.
Assume that A T% ° has a hermitian metric whose curvature form is positive. Then X is holomorphically convex.
Combining Theorem 6.6 with Theorem 3.6, we can prove Theorem 6.7 (cf. Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 in [25] ). Let Y be either a hypersurface in P" of degree less than 4, or a complete intersection of type (2,2) in P", and let X be an unramified domain over Y. Then, X is holomorphically convex if and only if X is weakly l-complete.
As for the projective embeddability of weakly l-complete manifolds, we have Under the situation of Theorem 6.8, whether X is embeddable into some P N or no is an open problem. By now the following is the unique result in this direction.
Theorem 6.9 (Takegoshi [30] Let (X, <p) be a weakly l-complete manifold of dimension n, let (J3, a) be a hermitian line bundle over X, and let 0 be the curvature form of a. There are several variations of Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 3.7.
Theorem 7.1 (Abdelkader [1] , [2] , Takegoshi-Ohsawa [31] , Skoda [27] Finite-dimensionality theorems analoguous to Theorem 4.2 are also valid.
See Ohsawa [26] and Abdelkader [3] .
